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ABSTRACT

In the framework of various projec15 for the proteetion and restocking of migratory fish launched in France in
the Seventies, four relatively large fishpasses were built between 1984 and 1989 on the Garonne and Dordogne
rivers in southwest France (mean annual discharge between 200 >m3/s and 500 m3/s, depending on the site).
Two are pool-type fishpasses (one with a double vertical slot at Bergerac on the Dordogne river, and the other
with a single vertical slot at Le Bazacle on the Garonne river) ; the other two are fish lifts (Golfech on the
Garonne river and Tuilieres on the Dordogne river). The size of the installations (costing between 9 and 23
millions French francs) and the discharge chosen for each (around 5 m3/s for each installation) are on ascale
\\ith the size of the rivers in question. This paper describes the characteristics of the installation and the
operating eonstraints involved for each type.
Since their construction, their operation has been monitorcd, on more or less constant basis depending ein the
site, using a semi-automated video counting device, whieh provides very precise data on the I)1hm of fish
passage.
The two types of passes have enabled passage of some thirty fish species, including migratory diadromous
species as salmon (Sa/mo sa/ar), sea trout (Sa/mo trutta trutta), shad (A/osa a/osa), eel (Anguilla anguilla), sea
lamprey (Petromyzon marinus)... and a number of so-called « sedentary» species as roach (Rutilus rutilus),
bream (Abramis brama), barbel (Barbus barbus) for whieh very clear migration rhythms have been nonetheless
observed. Passage of shad, whieh has often been difficult over traditional fishpasses, has been found satisfactory
in both these type of installations: annual passage of several tens of thousand of individuals (80,000 to 86,000
shad at the Tuilieres and Golfech fish lifts in 1995). The relative efTectiveness of each type of pass is discussed
in relation to the various migratory species. Finally, the main results with respect to migration rh)thms of
various diadroumous and riverine species on a seasonal and daily scale are presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

In view of the decline in migratory fish populations in France since thc end of the 19th century,
programs to rcstock the main species wcre initiated by the govemment in the Seventies. One aspect of
the restoration programs involved facilitating passage over obstaeles. From 1985 to 1989, EDF, v.ith
technical collaboration from CEMAGREF and CSP, built several fish passes over hydroelectric dams
on the Garonne and Dordogne rivers in southwest France. 'DIe most abundant migratory species at the
time of their construction was shad, commercially fished both in rivers and in estuaries. This paper
presents feedback on several years of experience with four of these passes : one fish elevator (Golfech
on the Garonne), one combined elevator - pool-type fishway (Tuilieres on the Dordogne), one pool-type
fishway with two vertical slo15 (Bergerac on the Dordogne) and another \\ith one vertical slot (Le
Bazaele on the Garonne). These passes were biologically monitored and, in certain cases, fish passage
has been continuously counted for several years. In addition to information on the dynamics and
efficiency of the passes, the biological monitoring provided data on displacement of several species,
both diadromous and sedentary.
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Figure 1 : Location ofthe fish facilities
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2. TIIE IIYDROELECTRIC INSTALLATIONS AND FISII PASSES

2.1. Golfech

The Golfech hydroelectric installation, built in 1971, is located on the Garonne near Agen, some 200 km
from the ocean (Fig.l). It consists in adam that by-passes some fifteen kilometers of thc Garonne and
supplies thc plant (threc bulb ,,,,heeis turbining 540 m3/s) through a 10-km headrace canal;. Turbined
discharge is restituted to the Garonne through a 2-km tail race. !vlean annual discharge in the Garonne
at Golfech is dose to 500 m3/s. Head at the plant is 17 meters in low-water periods. Water level varies
upstream by about 1 meter during normal plant operation, and dm\TIstream by 2.6 01 between the Imv
,vater level and the level corresponding to discharge in the Garonne of 1000 m3/s, considered to be thc
threshold for fish passage.

Two ßorland fish locks were installed
at the danl \....hen it was buHt, but
proved to be ineffective due to their
poor design and the preference of
migrants for the area near the plant,
given the low discharge (10 to 20
m3/s) in the bypassed section of the
Garonne. A new device was therefore
built beside the powerhouse in 1987: a
fish elevator designed along the lines
of that at Holyoke on the Connecticut
river (Dalley, 1980 ; Travade et al. ,
1992). This type of device was
preferred to a pool-type fishway due to
the need to ensure passage of shad
(Alosa alosa).
111e fish elevator was found at the time, in cases of high obstades, to be the most efficient for American
shad (Alosa sapidissima) : the migrants are attracted by an auxiliary flow into a holding pool where
they are trapped. At regular intervals, a mobile vertical screen pushes them over a tank on the far
upstreanl side ofthe holding pool. The tank is then raised and emptied upstream ofthe plant.

111e Golfech elevator is located on the right bank ofthe tail race, some twenty meters dm\nstreanl ofthe
turbine gates. From dO'\TIstream to upstream, it consists in (Fig.2) :
- the entrance, 1.7 meters "ide "ith an automated gate which enables keeping a constant difference in
level between the holding pool and the downstream reach, .
- the holding pool 9 01 long, 2.5 01 wide and varying in depth from 1.5 to 4.5 01 depending on discharge
in the Garonne, wÜh, in the upstream part, a ditch (2.5 x 2.5 x 2 m) containing the tank. 111e mobile
screen in the pool both traps the fish and concentrates them above the tank. It is composed oftwo panels
of screens (1.5 x 4.5 01) with horizontal bars 2.5 cm apart. It is displaeed by a jaekserew and a
hydraulic winch whieh respeetively dose the trap and translate the mobile screen.
- a eoncrete tower 26 01 in height for maneuvering the 3.3-013 tank. Fish are spilled out through an
automated flap in the lower part ofthe tank.
- the upstream transfer eanal, 250 01 long, 2 m widc and 2.5 m decp through ",hich fish pass into the
headrace canal. A maximum diseharge of 1 m3/s ensures sufficient velocities to encourage migrants to
continue upstream (0.3 m/s < V < 0.6 m/s).

Discharge in the pass (maximum 5 m3/s) is gravitationally dra\\TI from the upstream reach through an
automated flap. After passing through barnes to dissipate energy, it is injected into the holding pool
through vertical scrccns (bars 2.5 cm apart) upstrcam ofthc tank and on thc sidc walls. Thc installation
is entirely automated. Several parameters (frequency for raising the tank, discharge, head at the
entrance, velocity in thc transfer canal) can be adjusted by the operator. The minimum period between
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two cycles is 10 minutes. Astation for visual counting of fish through a glass window is located on thc
upstream transfer canaI. The cost ofconstruction in 1987 was 23 million French francs.

=o 1 23m

Fish exit channel

Plan view 01 the counting station

Exit channel gate

GOLFECH Fish Elevator
(Garonne river)

Tank in raised position

Counting station

50.10 NGF

:.~t~.~~F. F.li•••~•

Figure 2 : Golfech fish elevator

2.2. Le Bazacle

•
Le Bazacle is loeated in Toulouse some 300 km from the oeean, and is the first obstacle encountered on
the Garonne upstream of the Golfeeh plant. It consists in a weir 270 m long and 4.5 m high, and 'a
power plant on the right bank \'.ith 7 turbine sets, giving turbined disehargc of 86 m3/s. Mean discharge
of the Garonne in Toulouse is around 180 m3/s. The upstream migration installation buiIt in 1989
comprises two passes with the same water intake (Fig. 3):

- a pool-type fishway with a vertieal slot in the plant, with the entrance near the turbine gates. It
measures 67 m in length and consists in 16 pools 3.7 m long, 2.5 m wide and from 1.6 to 3 m deep, and
one larger downstream pool into whieh auxiliary flow is injeeted through a vertieal serccn. The pools
eommunicate through vertieal slots 0.4 m ,video The entranee to the pass (dmmstream) is 2 m \'.ide and
has a submerged gate whieh serves to ensure constant head at the entranee. Head behveen pools is
0.3 m' and energy dissipation in the pools bet,veen 170 and 200 W/m3. Discharge into the fishway
varies aecording to that in the river, from 3 m3/s during low-water periods (I m3/s in the pools and 2
m3/s ofauxiliary flow) to 5 m3/s when discharge in the Garonne is at 600 m3/s (1.7 m% in the pools
and 3.2 m3/s ofauxiliary flow). Discharge in the fishway is from 6 to 7% ofturbined discharge.
- aDenil fishpass between thc dam and the power station, 56 m long and 1.8 m wide. On the
dO"'TIstreanl side, it has a regulating section and three ramps (slope : 17%) separated by two resting
pools. Discharge is behveen 0.6 m3/s and I m3/s.

The passes are designcd for discharge in the GarOlme ranging from 30 m3/s to 600 m3/s, corresponding
to a variation in level of I m upstream and 1.45 m dO\\TIstreanl ofthe dam. A fish eounting station with
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two underwater windows, one to monitor the Denil fishpass and the other the pool-type fishway, is
located in the upstream part ofthe pass. The cost of construction in 1989 was 9 million French francs.

POWERHOUSE

2.3. Bergerac

Figure 3 : Le Bazacle dam and fishpasses

----------Po\VeiPl~~t
trashracks

Dam •

The Bergerac installation is located on the Dordogne some 100 km from the sea and consists in a dam
165 m long and 4.2 m high, on the right bank ofwhich is the power plant, designed for discharge of 57
m3/s. Mean discharge in the Dordogne is around 265 m3/s in Bergerac. Low-water discharge is around
30 m3/s.

Several fish passes have been installed by the danl since its construction in 1847. All proved to be
ineffective, either because they were undersized or because they were poorly suited to certain species
such as shad. The new installation opened in 1985 (Larinier et Trivellato, 1987) is a pool-type fishway
with double vertical slots, on the right bank of the danl near the pO\ver plant (Fig. 4). It measures 73 m
in length and comprises 13 pools 4.5 m long, 6 m wide and from 2 to 7 m deep. Siots between the pools
are 0.55 m wide. In the !arger dO\\TIstreanl pool, auxiliary flow is injected through a vertical screen;
this pool communicates with the dO\\TIstream river reach through an entrance 2 m wide with a gate to
maintain constant drop between the pool and the dO\\TIstreanl river segment. The difference in level
between pools is 0.3 111 and dissipated energy in the pools 150 \V/m3. Discharge in the pass varies with
upstream level from2.5 m3/s to 13 1113/s: 2.5 to 7 1113/s in the pools and 0 to 6 m3/s ofauxiliary flow.

The dimensions of the pass are designed for discharge in the Dordogne ranging from 30 to 1000 1113/s,
corresponding to respective variations in level upstream and dO\\TIstream of the dam of dose to 3 m and
5 m. A trapping device for counting fish passing through the pass is located in an intermediate pool. The
cost of construction in 1985 was 10 million French francs.

.'
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Figure 4 : Bergerac weir and fishpasses

2.4. Tuilieres

The Tuilieres installation some 120 km from the mouth of the river (around twenty km upstream of
Bergerac) consists in adam/plant complex some 150 m 10ng, creating a head of 12.5 m. The ·100-m
dam is of the weir type (8 Stoney gates); the plant, on the right bank, has 8 Kaplan turbines providing
total discharge of 420 m3/s.

A pool-type fishway was installed by the dam on its construction in 1902. It was transformed into a
Denil fishpass in the Fifties. Both these passes by the dam on the left bank proved to be ineffective for
several reasons: 1m\' attraction due to the low discharge on this bank in relation to the turbined discharge
and insufficient discharge in the pass; inappropriateness to species such as shad.

The new installation built in 1989 is located near the powerhouse on the right bank (Fig. 5). It is a
combined fish facility consisting of a fish elevator in the lower part to overcome a 10.5-m rise, and
above this a pool-type fishway (2. I-rn difTerence in level) into which the elevator tank spills.

The fish elevator functions identically to the Golfech elevator described abm'e. From dm\TIstream to
upstream it comprises an entrance 2 rn "...ide ,,;th an underwater gate, a holding pool (6.7 rn long, 2.5 m
wide and a minimum low-water depth of 2.5 m) with trapping and concentration screens on a mobile
crowder, and a 3-m3 tank. The tank is raised in a concrete tower and spilled at regular intervals
(40 min. to 2 hours depending on the season) into the dm\TIstream seetion of the pool-type fishway.
Attraction water (maximum 5 m3/s) is injected through fine-mesh vertical screens (2.5 cm between
bars) upstream of the tank and on the ",'alls of the holding pool. The elevator is designed for discharge
in the Dordogne ranging from 30 to 1000 m3/s. Auxilial)' flow is from 1% to 5% of the turbined
discharge, depending on discharge in the river.
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Figure 5 : Tuilieres dam and fish elevator
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The 70-m pool-type fishway was set up in a former underwater discharge canal with its outlet some
fifty meters upstream of the plant. It consists in 9 pools, three of which in the dO\\TIstream part are
circular (3 m in diameter) in section and 7.8 m long, and six in the upstream part, rectangular (5.8 m
long and 3 m wide). The pools communicate via a central opening for the 3 dOYVTIstream pools and a
vertical slot 0.40 m \',ide for the upstream pools. Head difference between pools is 0.3 m. Discharge in
the pass is 0.6 m3/s; it is restituted dO\\nstream of the pass through a screen which prevents
do\'.nstream migration.

Fish are counted through an undenvater window in the upper part ofthe pass, 1.5 m in width and 2 m in •
height. Cost ofconstruction in 1985 was 10 million French francs.

3. MONITORING THE INSTALLATIONS

When they were put into service, all four installations were monitored to test and optimize the hydraulic,
mechanical and biological characteristics.

Tbe hydraulic and mechanical checks consisted in daily or twice-daily recording, and adjustment if
needed, of various parameters likely to influence the biological functionoing of the passes : head
difference at the entrance to the pass and between pools, rate of auxiliary flow, plugging up and
blockage by drifting objects and, specifically for the elevators, the operating parameters of the various
phases in the cyc1e and the frequency for raising the tank, etc.

Tbe biological checks consisted in counting the various migratory species passing through the
installation, observing their behavior both at tlle entrance and inside, periodically analyzing their
behavior dO\\nstream ofthe installation (visual observation) and quantifying mortality (elevators).
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In 3 of the 4 installations, fish were counted as they passed in front of un underwater window, the
lateral view allowing for differentiation of species. The counting stations have a glass window around
1.5 m wide and 2 m high overlooking a confinement restricting fish passage (barnes or narrowing of
the structure) with a maximum width of 40 to 50 cm. The counting area is lit, to guaruntee optimum
visibility at all times of the day. To avoid the presence of staff at all times in front of the windows and
faeilitate counting, an automated recording device was perfected (CERBERE system, Travade, 1990).
Its principle is to detect the arrival of fish in front of the window with an image analyzer coupled to a
video camera, and to set off a video recorder. In this \Vay, only scquenccs of fish passage are recorded,
und cun later be analyzed by an operator. This system enables continuous counting.

In the Bergerac pass, because of the difficulty of installing und operating a visual counting station, a
trap was instalIed in one of the pools modified for the purpose. It consists in mobile sereens whieh
deflect the fish toward a ehamber whose bottom contains a tank. When the tank is raised, fish are
munually sorted und released upstream of the pass. Counting in this way proved to be complex,
partieularly during shad migration (1\1ay to July) \vhen it was necessary to check the trap four to eight
times a day to prevent mortality duc to overdensity.

Counting of fish is complemented by periodic or continuous measurement (data acquisition units) of
parameters likely to influence migration: \vater temperature, turbidity (trunsparency of a Secchi disk), •
river discharge, turbined discharge.

1\1onitoring of the installations was carried out initially by EDF (two to three years after entry into
service) in spring-fall (I\lay to July und October to December), the periods corresponding to passage of
the main migratory species. The Golfech, Tuilieres and Le Bazacle passes were then chosen to be
continuously monitored for the past several years by I\IIGADO. 111is paper uses the datas published by
EDF, ENSAT and l\lIGADO in the different annual fish passage reports.

4. FEEDBACK ON TUE INSTALLATIONS

Maintaining the adequate discharge in the pass is the most problematic element in installations with high
discharge, duc to the risks of plugging up of openings between pools, and even more of the auxiliary
flow inlets. Discharge must be injected through screens, und it proved necessary to fit both fishways
with systems for protection (floating boom in the upstreun1 outlet of the Bergerac pass, barne on the
auxiliary flow inlet), filtering (fine-mesh screens over the auxiliary flow inlet) und automatie screening.
Despite such protections, regular cleaning is required mainly on elevators \'ihere there are several fixed
und mobile screens. Because of this, isolating gates for the purpose of draining the passes are
indispensable. • ,

Because of their mechunical nature, elevators require regular checks and adjustment, und are more
frequently unavailable duc to breakdO\\TI than are pool-type fishways. Golfech and Tuilieres elevators
are regularly monitored (on a daily or weekly basis) to check mechanical functions, particularly during
ilie period of shad migration when continuous monitoring is needed to limit the risk of mortality in the
case of breakdO\\TI. l\Iaintenance of mechanical and electromechanical elements (\\inches, gates,
screens, data acquisition units) must be carried out several times a year. Depending on the year, these
constraints generate from 10 to 45 man-days' labor per year und a cost of between 5,000 und 30,000
French francs. Sinee the entry into service of the Golfech und Tuilieres elevators, they have been
unavailable for 2 to 9% ofthe time, duc to breakdO\\TI (I to 3% ofthe time) or maintenunce (1.5 to 5%
of ilie time).

Contrary to thc upstream migration dcvices installed without success in the past on all four sites, the
present installations were located in front of thc powcrhousc, wherc migrants are naturally attracted.
This proved to be satisfactory, as did locating the cntrances in the vicinity of thc turbine outlcts.
Discharge in thc passes, chosen in relation to that ofthe river (l to 5%) (Larinier, 1983), proved to be
that needed to attract migrants, as was shO\\TI by drops in frequency of passage when discharge
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aeeidcntally dropped. On mcdium-sizcd rivers likc the GarOIme and thc Dordogne, diseharge in the
passes must therefore be several eubic meters per seeond. While the installations were found to bc
satisfaetory, their effieiency is far from optimum: it is eertain that plaeing one 01' sevcral additional
entranee(s) on three of the foul' sites (Golfech, Tuilieres and Le Bazaele) would have improved
effieieney, partieularly for shad. Experienee shows that for this speeies, the effieiency of the entranee is
linked to operation of the different turbines, and in some eases, the rate of turbining is ehanged to
aeeelerate passage ofmigrants in peak periods.

It was found to be indispensable to maintain head differenee at the entranee to the pass to create a
veloeity attraetive to migrants. For shad, the optimum head differenee is elose to 25 em, whereas for eel,
5 em seems preferable. Given the variations in level in the river, gatcs are therefore essential at the
entranee to the pass, to make it attraetive.

Design and operating eriteria for elevators were optimized for shad, the most problematic speeies given
their abundanec and sensitivity. It ,vas eonfinned that tank volume needs to be equal to at least 10 liters
per fish in peak migration periods as used for Ameriean shad (Dalley 1980, Rizzo 1986). Tanks
(3.5 m3) were raised in 1994 and 1995 at Golfeeh eontaining 300 to 400 shad (01' from 9 to 11 liters per
fish) v,ith no massive mortality, though there was non-negligible loss of seales. Veloeities in front of the
entranee to the v-shaped trap, needed to eneourage fish to enteI' the holding pool, are on the order of 0.6
to 1 m3/s, and the opening of the trap entrance, preventing fish from returning dm\TIstream while not
preventing their entranee, is on the order of 0.4 m. \vl1en the elevator spills into a transfer eanal
upstream (as at Golfeeh), veloeity must be at least 20 to 25 ern/s, beiow whieh the behavior of the
prineipal migratory speeies is disturbed. The length ofthe cyele nmst be dependent on the abundanee of
fish: during peak shad migration, it must be on the order of ten minutes, while the rest of the year,
periods of 1 to 2 hours are suffieient. Elevators inevitably pose risks of injury and mortality, due to
maneuvering of the tank and the various sereens. Non-negligible mortality of shad and lumprey (up to
6% for shad) was observed on entry into serviee of the elevators, espeeially at Tuilieres. With the
appropriate modifieations (flaps on moving parts and additional sereens on water inlets, etc.), mortality
was redueed to 0.5 to 1%, a value elose to that found for Ameriean shad at the Holyoke elevator (Rizzo,
personal eomm.).

5. BIOLOGICAL RESULTS

5.1. Overall conclusions on fish passage

Generally speaking, the foul' installations ean be eonsidered effieient for the speeies (shad, lumprey,
salmon, sea trout) for whieh they were designed. In addition, at eaeh installation, several tens of
thousands ofindividuals, belonging to over hventy speeies, are observed eaeh year.

Shad, reeognized as being a species whieh has diffieulty in overeoming obstacles duc to its speeific
behavior, do pass on all foul' sites, as was never the ease with the previously installed passes on these
same sites. This is the most abundant migratory speeies, with annual passage of up to several tens of
thousands of individuals: respective1y 86,000, 78,000 and 21,000 in 1995 over the Golfeeh and
Tuilieres elevators and through the Le Bazacle pass, and probabi)' more than 100,000 through the
Bergerac pass.

Sea Iamprey passage varies eonsiderably from one year to another: from a few individuals to several
thousand. The least passage is at Le Bazacle (a few dozen individuals per ycar, with a maximum of 650
in 1993). This may be duc to thc Ioeation ofthe obstaele, at the upper limit ofthe migration in the river.

l\1igratory Salmonidae (Atlantic salmon and sea trout), whose populations are being restocked, are still
limited in number (a fe\\' dozen to a few hundred individuaIs). In both enses, an increase in migrating
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populations has been observed, however: from 50 to 100 individuals (total Salmonidae) from 1987 to
1992 to 250 and 640 in 1994 at Golfech and Tuilieres respectively.

Eel (present at all four sites in the form of small individuals ranging from 20 to 30 cm) account for a
few thousand to a few tens of thousands individuals in the Bergerac, Tuilieres and Golfech passes, and
onlya few dozen individuals at Le Bazacle. These figures are underestimated on allsites, particularly at
Golfech where the counting device is not adapted for this species, and at Bergerac, where the trap
captures only a small fraction of the population. It is likely that several hundred thousand individuals a
year migrate through the Bergerac pass, given visual observations in the pools and at the foot of
Tuilieres dam, upstream of Bergerac. The reason for the low numbers of migrants found at Le Bazacle
will be discussed later.

Among the other so-called non-migratory spccies passing through thc installations (12 to 20 species
depending on the site), the Cyprinidae are the most abundant, with several tens of thousands of
individuals, primarily bleak, barbel, bream and roach, which have clearly defined migration periods.

5.2. Comparison of installations

It is difficult to compare the efficiency of the different installations, given that determining the species •
passing through depends on the sensitivity of the counting devices, which is unequal from one pass to
the other, and that migratory populations may be qualitatively and quantitatively different from one site
to another. We must therefore compare not only on the basis of counting in the passes but also on the
basis of qualitative information, such as the abundance of certain species observed upstream and
dO\\TIstream of the installations, or their behavior in the passes. The list of species observed in each of
the passes is given in Table I.

cmlMUNNAME SCIE1'iIlHCNAME Bt:RGt:RAC lULlERES GOU'EClI LEBAl.ACLE
19B5198B 19B91995 19B71995 19B91995

21 species 28 speeies 25 !peCIt! 20speciu

;",,-;;,.::.,~\~~~:;,~~~:~:~:,,~~~~"';;~j,~,~~1ttlCR..~lq.l{\'S~.E5=~,ES~~:::.,;;~'..~~~~';,'~,;;:';:;;',~~~;~~;~~
alll••had Aloso oloso 2000- >78000 (I 2000-7S000 14000-96000 1000-21000

..I Angvi/la anga.lI/Ia 1· >19000 (1) 300().19000 200-30000 (2) O·JO

sealampny Pttromy=on ntannIU 1·>6700 (I) 40-6700 1S-2000 0-6S0
mullet AluC,l cap.tQ 1·>120(1) 10·120 400-9600 ~
atlantic saltnon So/mo salar (0) 2). >332 (I) 3-332 \-134 O-SS
sea trout Salmo Il'1llla tndta (b) SO· >JOS (I) 40-30S 4·109 3-5-1

Indet. salmonlds (a)or(b) 0-61 1·32 o-S

.,,-1,,'" ... ,--- ~ IU\'ER1N,E,S~.E<;1ES~A&~~~~. \.;f:;~;'."~:....:~;':" l'~ ~i"4:;',' "~·~4.(~; ,.,~ '. ~"
bloak 6000-ISooo 15OOO.S6000 )00.110000 200-103000

barbe' BarblU barolU 1200-2100 800-8600 1000-4200 1300-::8000

large hl0uth bass Microplenu sa/moidu o-S O-SO 2-74 0-1

blnerUng Rhod~lI..$alftQl'1U 0-1 1 1 ?
bream Abmmubl'GIt1a 1170·IIS0 600-22000 4000·11200 200-2600

sllverbre-am B/,cca bJ6,*lIa ISO·270 presenee (4) prosenee (4) presence (4)

pike Esox/lldlU 5-14 2-28 1·1 ~
crudancarp Canu.rllU cara.uflU 0-1 7-900 1-800 1

carp Cypnmu CQrplO 0-1 3-15 I·SO 4-IS

bullhoad CO/llI..$gobio 2-4 1 1 ?
ehub uucisCII..$ c'pha/II..$ 5-10 Io-SO 3-400 1-92

roach Ruulws lVIIlau 100·1900 900-S1OO presenee (4) 1-4200

gudgeon Goblogobio 0-1 ? 1 ?
perch Puca jlllVfall/u 37-42 70-S90 0-10 ~'
pumklnsffd L,po,"u glbbona 0-1 S-36 presencc (4) 1

catfl.h !cla/unultt,lat ~ 10-1040 10·3500 0-1

rudd ScamlnlU ,,,·'hrophla/mws prescnce (4) presence (4)> pruence(4) presenc-e (4)

plkf.-perch SIl::~utecl,o,.'wClop'lTa - 9-3BO 2Q..9OO ~
\\-'f'ls Sl/Urvs glaltu 0-16 0·2 0-1

tt'nch TtlJ('alllJ('Q 7·13 S-SO 0-2 0·2

toxostome Cho"droslomo 1000osloltlo 115-280 presence (4) preunee (4) presenee (~)

bro~n tl'out I rainbow SO/ItIO Ind/aJano & Ollcorh)'lIChu 4·6 40~240 10-JO O·S

daco Leuciscus t,ucUCIU SO·210 20-100 presence (4) --~:

~: miutRg species
(1): mllimwn rellted to passages inlo Tuilieres' fi$hlift locafed upstrum Bergerac

121 : ollTlbers underestimlled. Counti'1 device oot operationnal ror eel

131: species not p,esent on G,lronne and Dordogne f1vers in 1985,86
141: silver brum counl,d with bream, rudd wifh lOlCh Ind tOJ:Oslome with dan

Table 1 : Fish passage at Tuiliere and Golfech fish elevators and at Le Bazacle and Bergerac fishpasses
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If we look at the number of species found in the passes, we find similar diversity in the Bergerac pass
and at the Tuilieres and Golfech elevators (25 to 27 spccics), and lcsscr diversity (20 species) at"Le
Bazacle. This is partially duc to the fact that ccrtain species are difficult to identify by means of video
recordings because oftheir resemblance to other species (silver bream, crucian carp, rudd, etc.) or their
small size (pumpkinseed, etc.). Other species, trapped and inventoried at Bergerac, are found in very
small numbers and must be considered to be random visitors (bullhead, gudgeon, bitterling, etc.).

All species are found in the elevators. This is easily explained by the absence of difficulty in passing
through the installation since, after crossing the head at the entrance, they are forced upstream.

Elevators nonetheless have only limited efficiency for small species, particularly ee!. Given the
observations of abundant ed dO\\TIstream of Golfech and Tuilieres, we can assurne that only a few
percent, or tenths of a per cent, of the migrating population actually pass the elevators. This is inherent
to the nature of the installation: because of the mesh size of the screens, greater than the size of the
small eels, only individuals swimming above the tank when it is raised are captured. This conclusion is
corroborated by observations of accumulations of eels in the trapping device. However, reducing mesh
size to capture small species would inevitably lead to insoluble problems ofmaintenance.

The double vertical slot pass (Bergerac) appear very efficient for all species, as is confirmed by
observation ofmany small fish (bleak, etc.) in the pools and the abundance ofshad and eel at the foot of
Tuilieres danl. Only pike-perch, found dO\\TIstream, is not invcntoried in the pass. The passage in 1995
of close to 80,000 shad ovcr the Tuiliercs elevator would appear to represcnt only a fraction of the
population having passcd through Bergcrac, given the considerable numbers found in front of the plant.
The same is true for cel, for whieh wc can cstimate the population prcsent upstream of Bergerae at
several hundred thousand individuals.

The Le Bazacle pass, of the same type but with a single slot, nevertheless seems less effieient for small
speeies, and more selective. This difference in efficieney can be cxplained by several factors, the most
important of which is no doubt the higher turbulence at Le Bazacle than at Bergerac (200 W/m3
compared with 150 W/m3). The pool-type fish\';ay upstream of the Tuilieres elevator, even less
turbulent than the preceding ones (50 to 70 W/m3), allows for passage of pike-perch which are not
found at Le Bazacle and Bergerac, though head between pools is the same, 30 cm. For shad, it is
important to prevent recirculation areaS in the pools where they tend to gather. Ta avoid bloekage of
shad in the pass upstream of the Tuiliercs elevator where some pools have recirculations areas, sereens
had to be installed to prcvent their access.

• 6. MIGRATORY CHARACTERISTICS OF TUE PRINCIPAL SPECIES

6.1. Seasonal rhythms

Globally speaking for all species, whether migratory or not, we find, in terms of both numbers of
individuals and speeific diversity (mean daily number of species inventoricd) (Fig. 6), clearly grcater
frequency ofpassage in spring and summer: ma."imum abundance is found in May-June, while diversity
is maximum in June-July for indigenous spccies and in May-June-July for migratory species.

The diadroI11ous migrants arrive at the monitored sites at a specific moment in the year, from May to
July, like the shad whose rccorded rhjtlmls are described later; Salmonidae also migrate in fall, from
September to December.

Riverine species, not subject to the same constraints as species coming from the sea, show more varied
rhjthms, more closely linked to environmental constraints. While the majority, and Cyprinidae in
particular, prefer to migrate in spring, from May to July Iike the barbel, others like raach have two
periods, in spring and in fall, and certain camivorus fish like pike-perch and perch have some residual
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activity in summer, thus in some years having three displacement periods: end ofwinter, spring-summer
and fall.

TUIUERE FlSH EUVATOR (Oordogne river, voer 1993)

35000 r------==-=L=~==J~~~~~~~ 18i~..-. 16
30000 \------~--r--.-r---'\:-___j lii

SlM~'S'\:~&~N:1S*s::lS Ri.am. tpacic. 14 !
;):i :5000 1-------jL-~~Ir----T___j ..... ............. 12 i:
;;: f------+----j I------,::-;-__-+-i ----Maa~· 10 ~:>~l) 20000 _._-, P' ~
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Figure 6 : Monthly fish passage and specific diversity

In addition to the biological necessity linked to reproduction, these two preferential displacement periods
correspond, in environmental terms, to a warrning of the water at the end ofwinter, and to cooling at the
end of summer; this represents, in both cases, areturn to temperatures favorable to normal activity for
all species.

6.2. Details on thc migratory activity of certain specics

6.2.1. Diadromous migrants

For shad, the numbers recorded in the' past decade fluctuate from a few thousand to a few tens of
thousands (Table 2). These numbers vary \,ith the distance from the site to the estuary, the number of
obstacles found dO\\TIstream and the type of fishpass. Numbers have been on the rise in recent years on
both rivers, "ith variations from one year to another, no doubt related to recruitment, but also to the
environmental conditions at the time of their arrival in the estuary and their migration up the river, in
particular to temperature and discharge.

•

•
GARONNE R(VER

CCUECHFISH REUTOR

DI.IYMUIMUJI

...
1987 18224 Jun05 17.3 3800 20.9
1988 13779 Mai·26 15.4 1700 12.3 161
1989 66401 Ju... 12 20.3 4500 6.8 ~~. '"
1990 43000 Jun·30 235 5900
1991 40074 Jun·22 185 3400
1992 20007 Maj.26 19.6 2378

1993 18554 Jun07 20.5 1500

1994 85813 Mai·24 17.2 8196
1995 85624 Mai·lI 1B.l 1100

DORDOGNE RIVER

1945 M.i29
35704 Mai·31

62592 JunOI
78245 M.j.l0

Table 2 : Annual passages and maximum of daily and houdy shad passages on Garonne and Dordogne
rivers
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For sites dosest to the estuary like Golfeeh on the GarOlme and Tuilieres on the Dordogne, the first
individuals are observed in the seeond half of April (Fig. 7), whereas at Le BazacIe, 80 km upstreanl of
Golfeeh, the first passages are never observed before the first week in May (the earliest year being
1992). Most migrants (25% to 75%) pass Golfeeh, Bergerac and Tuilieres between April 30 and June
10, and arrive at Le Bazacle between May 28 and July 8, same 2 to 4 weeks after Golfech, depending
on the year (Fig. 8).
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Figure 7 : Seasonal aetivity of shad at Golfech fish elevator and Bazade fish pass with water
temperature (0C) and river discharge (m3/s) (Garonne river, 1995)

•
Migration follows characteristic pattems, \vith several \vaves giving daily peaks of from 8% to 20% of
the yearly migrant stock in the Golfech and Tuilieres fish elevators and from 12% to 30% at the Bazacle
fishpass. This can represent daily maxima of 8,400 shad, 01' dose to 11 % of aII migrants in a single day
(Tuilieres in 1995). These peaks are highly dependent on thermal variations in the river, as observed
before the construction ofthe elevator (Belaud er al, 1985).

Daily aetivity is also eharaeteristic \vith, on aII sites, a unimodal diurnal eurve (6 a.m.-l0 p.m.) at its
ma.x.imum between 6 p.m. and 7 p.m. These hourly maxima ean reach bctween 8 and 20% of the daily
total, representing between 1 and 2% ofthe total mIDual migration. The hourly maximum observed \vas
1,300 individuals at Golfeeh in 1995. Hourly rh)tlmls may be influeneed by certain parameters whieh
affect the attractiveness, and therefore the efficiency, ofthc pass, sueh as turbining regime (Fig. 9).

Diadromous Salmonidae have a seeond wave ofmigration in the fall after the suspension in SUnIDler due
to high temperatures (25° C as a daily mean appears to be the threshold for Salmonidae); without this
unfavorable rise in water temperature in rivers in soutIm'est Franee, it is unlikcly that migration would
cease as was observcd in 1994 on the Dordogne. Aetivity is diurnal but \vith no high hourly maximum
given the low numbers ofmigrants.

The migratory calendar of lamprey is similar to that of shad and is also in waves. Eels arrive mllch
later, in July. Unlike shad, these two species have unimodal hourly nocturnal activity, with a maximum
toward 2 a.l11.



Figure 8 Cumulated shad passages at Golfech and Tuiliere fish elevators and Bazacle fish pass
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Figure 9 Daily activity for several species at TuiW:re fish elevator in 1995 (Dordogne river)
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6.2.2. Migration of Cvprinidae

Cyprinidae are the family most abundant in both rivers, with close to a dozen species recorded at all our
fishpasses. Barbel, bleak, bream and roach are traditionally the most abundant, whatever the site, and
are found in thousands and tens of thousands, while carp, chub and tench only represent a few dozen
individuals per year.

Seasonal activity of barbel really begins on a site like Tuilieres only toward mid-March, whereas at Le
Bazacle, further up the river, it begins only in mid-April, due to the later \varming of the water (Fig.l 0).
Migration ends \\ith the heat of July and August, though some residual activity may persist until late
fall, and, depending on environmental conditions, a resumption may be found, generally beginning in
October. At Le Bazacle, the start of migration (5% of migrant stocks) has never been observed at
temperatures under 11.5° C (daily mean). As for shad, migration is in waves, \\ith high daily and hourly
peaks..\Vhile hourly activity is spread over the 24 hours, it is more sustained in the second half of the
day and the evening, and shows a significant decline in early morning.

Roach have the particularity among the Cyprinidae of having migratory activity not only before the
spring reproduction period but also in fall, when there is almost as much displacement, and sometimes
in summer, to a non-negligible degree. On all sites, this species is also the first to migrate in the year, in
early March, and often the last in fall, in both cases with a relatively low water temperature: for the
past three years at Le Bazacle, the first 5% of migration has never taken place at water temperatures
under 11.8° C as a daily mean. Its spring migration extends from early March to mid-May in Tuilieres
and until early lune at Le Bazacle, when it ceases even though environmental conditions are still
favorable to other Cyprinidae. A second autumnal migration occurs from mid-September to the end of
November, observed each year at Le Bazacle. In Tuilieres in certain years, displacement is quasi
continuous, even in July and August when temperatures are very high (reaching daily means of27.7° C
in 1995). Depending on the time of ycar, thc size of individuals observed varics, with !arger individuals
found in the spring migration, probably corresponding to mature individuals (20 to 25 cm), while !ater
(in summer or fall), the size histograms are more spread out and large individuals are no longer in the
majority. The hourly activity of roach takes the form of a unimodal diurnal curve, at its ma..ximum in
mid-afternoon. At Tuilieres, differences are found in houdy activity depending on the time of the year,
and appear to be linked to the thermal regime during the day. The difference between sites, such as
those found between the Bazacle fishpass and the Tuilieres elevator, may be due to the features of the
pass as weIl as to the effects of turbining.

Most other Cyprinidae, who reproduce in spring and early summer, have migratory activity very similar
to that of barbe!.

For all Cyprinidae, as for most fish whose activity is observed by monitoring their displacement in the
passes, it appears that a temperature of 9° to 10°C is a threshold for displacement.

6.2.3. Migration of carnivorous fish - Pike-perch :lnd perch

The migratory behavior of various carnivorous species like pike-perch, perch, black bass and pike is
somewhat similar, though they belong to different families.

Observation of the change in numbers of these various species from one year to the next at a site like
Tuilieres reveals constant progression. Perch and pike-perch are the most abundant and are found in the
hundreds, whereas only a few dozen pike or black bass are found each year.

As most camivoreous fishs reproduce in spring, it is natural in all cases to find aperiod of activity at
that time, beginning in March and cnding mid-May for perch, with the first wanning ofwater (Fig. 10).
The second period of migration is in fall, from early September to early December for pike-perch and
perch, and to November for pike and black bass.



Figure 10 : Seasonal activity of severeal riverine species at Tuilieres fish elevator (Dordogne river
1990-1995)
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Perch, however, have non-negligible activity between these hvo periods, which persists through the high
summer temperatures (in Tuilieres, the temperature can reach 27° C during the day, as in 1995). Hourly
activity ofperch is diurnal and unimodal, centered toward the middle ofthe day (as for black bass and
pike), whereas for pike-perch, is it more spread out, with adefinite nocturnal tendency.

In conc1usion, h\"o features should be underscored in this presentation of a few characteristics of the
migratory activity recorded at the different passes:
- aside from the biological need for reproduction, the principaI factor influencing migration is water
temperature, both in the seasonal calendar and in the daily, and even hourly migration rh)thm,
- while the general springtime migration can naturally be explained by the need to reproduce in spring,
this does not explain the significant displacement of certain species observed in other periods of the
year.
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CONCLUSION

The four fishpasses recently built on the Garonne and the Dordogne may now be considered to be
operational on the scale of the two rivers, as they allow passage of same twenty species, including six
diadromous migrant species, with numbers reaching several tens of thousands of individuals each year.
In camparisan with the relatively inefficient passes previously built at these dams, the new passes
present several advantages: their type (vertical-slot pool-type fishpasses and elevators) \vhich is suitable
for most species, including shad; their sizing (discharge of 3 to 5 m3/s) in relation to the two rivers and
their positioning in front ofthe plants, a preferential zone for the fish. Because ofits operating principle,
the fish elevator is only partially operational for small species like ee!. Turbining 100vers the
attractiveness of the passes, but could be offset by the installation of several entrances. Regular
monitoring of the installations proved necessary to ensure proper functioning. Particular attention must
be paid to the auxilial}' flow inlets and, on the elevators, to all mechanisms which must be elosely
watched during migration of shad. Thanks to the video counting stations in the passes, it was possible to
gather valuable infom1ation on the migratory rhytlm1s of all species, both for the purposes of optimizing
the efficiency ofthe passes and for management ofmigratory populations .
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